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in the Netherlands, in which he inveighs against the
introduction of the Inquisition and the attempt to
establish a Spanish tyranny in a country having an
ancient constitution of its own. His Majesty has been
so utterly misled by the false witness and evil counsels
of his Spanish advisers that the Prince and his friends
have raised an army to resist them " for the honour of
God, the propagation'of His word, the protection of the
faithful, the service of the King, the preservation of the
country, the saving it from ruin, the maintaining its
liberties and privileges, and to spare it the cruel tyranny
of the Spaniards." And this document bore as legend
the device which Orange now adopted on his banner,—
Pro Lege, Eege, et Gr&ge, (For Law, King, and People).
\ Throughout this series of manifestoes, the Prince
labours to show that he is not undertaking a rebellion ;\
\that he does not dispute the King's lawful authority";,
that his aim is conservative, not revolutionary. To the
jealous dignity of the Emperor, of the German dukes,
of Elizabeth, in the eyes of the nobles, and even of the
burghers of the Netherlands, the armed resistance of
Orange was a sheer act of rebellion against a lawful
sovereign. ;He felt the difficulty and shared the senti-
ment, being himself a sovereign prince; nor had he yet,
even in thought, conceived the idea of an independent
Republic. < These documents were perhaps all of them,
more or less, the work of trained men of letters; but in
substance they are the thoughts, and, to a great extent,
the actual drafts of William himself. Diplomatic as
they are, encumbered with rhetoric, with subleties and
with euphemisms, it cannot be denied that- they all tell
the same tale, and make the same appeal, whether

